DRZ400 Taillight/License Plate Bracket Installation Instructions
If you would like to see these same complete instructions accompanied by images, please go to www.ProCycle.us and then
click on ‘Articles’ in the main header. Then under ‘Guides’ click on the DRZ400 folder, and then click on the article titled
‘DRZ400 Rear Light/License Plate Bracket Installation Guide.’ If you prefer, you can go directly to that page by typing
‘www.procycle.us/info/guides/drz400/taillight-license-plt-brckt.html’ in your browser address bar.
Parts Supplied
Taillight / License plate bracket, 1 set of turn signals, 10 butt connectors, 12” of split tubing, 3 zip-ties.
Tools Required
8mm wrench or socket, 10mm socket and wrench, 5mm allen wrench, wire cutters and crimping tool (for butt connectors).
Installation
1. Remove the two bolts that hold the rear rack and seat on. (Be sure and keep track of all your hardware!)
2. Remove the seat.
3. Disconnect the wiring plug for the taillight from the main harness.
4. Disconnect the two turn signal wiring plugs also.
5. Remove the six bolts that hold the stock rear taillight/license plate bracket to the sub-frame and then remove the entire
assembly.
6. Replace and tighten the two bolts that go through the fender and secure the rack in place.
7. We recommend that you cut the leads for both signals and the taillight close to the plastic so you can reuse the
connectors. See steps 13-28 for more information about this.
8. Attach the new LED taillight/brake light to the ProCycle bracket. Be sure that the small clear portion of the lens is on
the bottom as it will illuminate your license plate and keep you legal. (Mount it upside down and you will have a really
neat glow inside your fender!) You can shorten the screws when you are done if you like. Though not necessary, will
make the rest of the installation just a bit easier.
9. Install the two turn signals to the bracket as well at this time and tighten them down.
10. Slide the two spring nuts that are on tabs on the sides of the fender off, turn them around so the nut portion is inside
the fender, and then slide them back up onto the same tabs.
11. Mount the new bracket up underneath the fender. The bracket goes OUTSIDE of the tabs with the spring nuts so that
the heads of the bolts are go through the bracket and then into the spring nuts.
12. Place two bolts up through the bracket and into the two threaded holes on the sub-frame. Tighten all of these down
securely.
13. Run the new taillight / brake light wires forward through the hole in the fender where the stock wires were.
14. Plug the lead for the taillight / brake light that you cut-off from the stock taillight and plug that back into the plug that it
came out of. Cut the wires approximately 4 inches beyond the connector.
15. Strip the plastic housing back approximately 1 inch from the end. Strip approximately ¼ inch of the insulation off the
end of each wire and twist the ends of the wires.
16. Slide one butt connector onto the end of each wire and use your crimping tool to crimp the connector onto the wire.
After you are done, tug on the wire to verify that it is securely held. Do this to all three wires.
17. Take the new lead from the taillight and trim it so you have enough slack to tuck it securely out of the way for the seat
and then cut it. DO NOT cut it too short! Remember, you can always cut it shorter if you need to later!
18. Strip the plastic casing back approximately 1 inch from the end. Strip approximately ¼ inch of the insulation off the
end of each wire and twist the ends of the wires.
19. Insert the Yellow wire from the taillight into the connector for the Black w/White stripe wire from the harness and
crimp it down. (Refer to the wiring diagram on following page.)
20. Insert the Black w/White stripe wire from the taillight into the connector for the Gray wire from the harness and crimp
it down. (Refer to the wiring diagram on following page.)
21. Insert the Red wire from the taillight into the connector for the White w/Black stripe wire from the harness and crimp
it down. (Refer to the wiring diagram on following page.)
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22. Test all three connections to verify that the wires are secure in the butt connector. Turn on key and verify that your
taillight comes on. Operate the brakes to verify that the brake light also works correctly.
23. For the turn signals, you need to cut the male connectors off the end of the wires and we found it is best if you clip one
wire right behind the connector, and the second one about an inch back. This allows you to stagger the butt
connectors when putting them in the split tube, allowing them all to fit.
24. Strip approximately ¼ inch of the insulation off the end of each wire and twist the ends of the wires.
25. Slide one butt connector onto the end of each wire and use your crimping tool to crimp the connector onto the wire.
After you are done, tug on the all the wires to verify that they are securely held in the connector.
26. The turn signal wires from the gray OEM connector are for the LEFT side and those out of the black connector are for
the RIGHT.
27. Place the turn signal leads from the main harness out to the where they meet the wires from the correct turn signal
and cut them to match. Remember to stagger them if you staggered the turn signal wires. Also, remember to leave
some slack initially. Do not cut them too short! (Refer to the wiring diagram below.)
28. Once trimmed, strip the plastic sheath back and strip them approximately ¼ inch from the end and twist the wires.
Crimp them into the correct connector per the diagram below and test that they are securely anchored.
29. Turn on the key and test that both blinkers work as they should. If you made a mistake you will be glad you left some
slack. You can curl up any unused slack under the seat.
30. Once all the connections have been made, place the turn signal wires in the supplied split tubing.
31. Use the supplied tie-wraps to secure the wiring to the frame rails.
32. Tuck all wires out of the way and reinstall the seat and tighten all hardware down securely.

WIRING DIAGRAM
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** Addendum **
Please note: The manufacturer of the LED tail light has changed the color codes of the wires
on the tail light.
On the newest batch of lights, the BLACK wire is the GROUND wire, the YELLOW wire is the
TAIL LIGHT wire, and the RED wire is the BRAKE light wire.
Some kits are shipping with these newer LED lights, so if your light does not work following the
instructions included, please adjust the wiring given the information above.
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